This study presents an adaptation method for Sugeno fuzzy inference systems that maintain the readability and interpretability of the fuzzy model during and after the learning process.
INTRODUCTION
Chemical manufacturing processes present many challenging problems, including nonlinear dynamic behaviour, uncertain and time-varying parameters, unmeasured disturbances. Among several recent research efforts, fuzzy modelling and control has been widely applied to many chemical engineering problems 1, 2, 3 .
During the past few years two principally different approaches to design of fuzzy controllers have emerged: heuristics-based design and model based design. The main motivation for the heuristicsbased design is given by the fact that many industrial processes are still controlled in one of the following ways:
-The process is controlled manually by an experienced operator.
-The process is controlled by an automatic control system that needs manual, on-line "trimming" of their parameters by an experienced operator.
In spite of many practical successes, this type of fuzzy control still has some drawbacks. First, the fuzzy control rules are experience oriented and their parameters are obtained in many cases after timeconsuming trial-and error experiments. Secondly, when some significant changes in the system occur and are outside the operator experience, re-tuning of the fuzzy controller is necessary.
These difficulties of heuristics-based approach explain the recent surge of interest in the model-based design of fuzzy controllers. This alternative approach uses fuzzy or inverse fuzzy models in process control, because it is much easier to obtain information on how a process responds to particular inputs than to record how, and why, an operator responds to particular situations 3 .
The fuzzy models can be used as a means of capturing humans' expert knowledge about the process, The fuzzy inference system can initialise and learn linguistic and semi-linguistic (Sugeno) rules 4 therefore it can be considered as direct transfer knowledge, which is the main advantage of fuzzy inference systems over classical learning systems and neural-networks.
This suggests that the fuzzy process models can be initialised by expert knowledge and can be adapted by the use of process data. Often the rules of the fuzzy system are designed a priori and the parameters of the membership functions are adapted in the learning process from input-output data sets 5, 6 . In conventional adaptive fuzzy inference systems, the rules of the fuzzy model may lose their meanings that were initially assigned to them. Lotfi applied a constrained learning method for presenting the physical meaning of the rules 7 .
This paper looks at a new method of fuzzy model adaptation, to maintain the interpretation of the adaptive fuzzy inference system during learning. The adapted fuzzy inference system can be applied in an internal model based controller (IMC) 8 structure. One case study based on simulation of a nonlinear process is used to illustrate this approach, and finally some conclusions are drawn.
THE SUGENO FUZZY MODEL
This paper deals with a Sugeno fuzzy model proposed by Takagi is a polynomial in the input variables, but it can be any function as long as it can appropriately describe the output of the system within the region specified by the antecedent of the rule. When
is a first order polynomial, the resulting fuzzy inference system is called first-order Takagi 
=
we have a zero-order Sugeno fuzzy model, which can be viewed as a special case of the linguistic fuzzy inference systems.
This paper deals with zero-order Takagi-Sugeno or so called product-sum crisp type fuzzy models.
Using fuzzy inference based upon product-sum-gravity 9 at a given input, z, the final output of the fuzzy model, y m , is inferred by taking the weighted average of the 
The cores of the adjacent fuzzy sets determine the support of a set thus ensuring that the fuzzy sets on a universe of discourse always form a fuzzy partition, as well as keeping the sum of the membership degrees equal to 1. Constraints such as this are important in modelling or in adaptive fuzzy control since they help to obtain an interpretable and grid-type partitioning rule-base. Because the product operator is used for and-connective, the sum operator is used for aggregation and the fuzzy-mean method for deffuzzification, a complete rule base results:
Therefore, at given observations, 
THE ADAPTATION METHOD
If a reliable set of process input-output data is available, it is possible to generate the fuzzy process model based on measured data. In this chapter, a learning rule determinates the cores of the fuzzy sets on the If-part and the consequent constants on the Then-part, is described. By using the proposed algorithm the interpretability and readability of the fuzzy system after (and during) the adaptation is maintained.
The tuning of the parameters used in fuzzy inference systems can be considered as a numerical optimisation procedure. Among the methods that have been implemented so far the gradient-descent (GD) adaptation method permits accurate learning of all parameters of the fuzzy model.
The GD adaptation rules are probably the best known supervised learning rules, producing a technique ideally suited to on-line instantaneous learning 5, 6 . It is simple, it has low memory requirements and low computational cost, therefore it allows to built real-time learning algorithms.
The fuzzy controller is parameterised by the following parameters at the kth time instant:
where M j is the number of the antecedent fuzzy sets at the j-th input domain.
The purpose of the adaptation algorithm is to tune the parameters of the fuzzy model in order to minimise the prediction error at each sample instant between the model and the plant outputs.
Therefore, the GD method seeks to decrease the value of the quadratic objective function based on the instantaneous model output error:
where y(k) is the reference for the modelled output y m (k).
The parameter set, θ(k), of the fuzzy model is changed via the following iterative learning rule:
where α is learning parameter, which controls how much the parameters are altered at each iteration.
The determination of the partial derivative of the modelling error E(k) with respect to the parameters of the fuzzy model, θ(k),is given in the appendix.
The resulted learning rules can be expressed in the following form: 
Before the application of the proposed adaptation method, the fuzzy model has to be initialised.
This can be based on the expert's knowledge or based on measured input-output data.
In the latest case, the least-squares error method (LSE) can efficiently used to find the initial consequent singleton fuzzy sets that minimise the mean square output error (MSE), while the antecedent membership functions are equidistantly distributed over the input universes.
Assuming the given training data set has n s entries, the MSE error criterion is defined by: ,..., , 1 .
Introducing matrix notation, the problem can be written as
where ε denotes the modelling error, Y denote the vector having y k as its kth components,
W denote a matrix having the membersip degrees of each rule for each training data sample as elements.
,...,
The consequent parameters of the rule are concentrated into the D vector.
[ ]
The equation (13) ( )
where i W be the ith row vector of the matrix W. The approach that uses LSE for initialisation is called gradient descent and one pass of LSE learning method 6 . The reason for this hybrid learning rule is the fact that the adaptation of the fuzzy sets parameters on the IF-part is a nonlinear optimisation problem, therefore the LSE cannot be used for that. However, for achieving a prescribed performance level by the tuning only of the consequent parameters, the LSE is much faster.
FUZZY DYNAMIC MODELLING The fuzzy process model
The Nonlinear AutoRegressive with eXogenous input (NARX) model is frequently used with many nonlinear identification methods for dynamic modelling of chemical process systems. The fuzzy NARX model establishes a relation between the past input-output and the predicted output. (20) where ( ) ( )
are lagged process outputs and inputs respectively.
In order to represent a nonlinear single input -single output (SISO) process with Sugeno fuzzy model, the input vector, z, of the fuzzy model has defined as follows:
The output of the fuzzy model is the one-step-ahead model prediction, ( )
of the process output.
Application 1 -Identification of a model from Box-Jenkins data
The proposed fuzzy modelling approach was tested on the well-known Box-Jenkins furnace data 10 in order to be able to compare the modelling ability of the proposed fuzzy model with other methods.
The learning data consists of 296 pairs of data taken from a laboratory furnace with a sampling time of 9 seconds. Each sample of data includes methane flow rate (process input), and the percentage of CO 2 in off gas (process output). From a number of studies, the best model structure for this system is:
where the discrete time delay is, n d =4.
The fuzzy model of the process can be formulated as follows: Table 1 . compares the modelling accuracy of the fuzzy models derived using different numbers of fuzzy partitions after the initialisation and 200 iterations using free and constrained (*) adaptation.
By using constrained adaptation not only the interpretability and readability of the fuzzy inference system is maintained but also its monotonicity. This means that the modelled process is assumed to be invertible, therefore the fuzzy model has to make unique mapping between the inputs and the output.
After the careful analyses of the data the following regularisation rules were founded:
The development of regularization rules was the follow:
At given operating point, z, the fuzzy model can be approximated by a local, linear first-order plus dead time ARX model:
The parameters of the local linear time invariant system (LTI) can be calculated by taking the partial derivatives of the fuzzy model in the given operating point, z: 
By using the previous equations the parameters of the LTI models can be calculated as: The analysis of the Box-Jenkins data showed, the process has a negative gain in the whole operating range. Therefore the regularisation rules become
Constraints like this are important in modelling and model based control since they help to reduce the generalisation error of the fuzzy model and generate invertible process model, though they may cause loss of fitting performance.
If the model is validated in the same data set from which it was estimated the fit always improves as the model structure increases. There are several approaches to compensate for this automatic decrease of the fitting performance (MSE). In this study the selection of the best fuzzy model structure was carried out through the minimisation of Akaike's information Theoretic Criterion 11 (AIC).
The AIC is formed as
where n par and n s is the number of the estimated parameters and the number of training data points respectively.
Applying AIC means compromise between the accuracy and complexity of the approximation. 
INDIRECT ADAPTIVE FUZZY MODEL BASED CONTROL
The vast majority of conventional control techniques have been devised for linear-time invariant systems. In most practical instances, however, the systems to be controlled are nonlinear and the basic physical processes in it are not completely known a priori. These types of model uncertainties and parameter changes are extremely difficult to manage even with the conventional adaptive techniques.
There are two distinct architectures, which have been formulated in the adaptive control field: direct and indirect schemes 14 . A direct learning control scheme learns the control law based on the performance measure, whereas an indirect scheme produces a model of the plant and synthesises the control law using a predefined optimisation/inversion calculation.
In this paper we present an indirect adaptive controller based on the inversion of the fuzzy model.
The Control Strategy
For the demonstration of the applicability of the proposed fuzzy inference systems and adaptation methods in a control application, internal model control (IMC) strategy was used.
The IMC structure consists of a controller, a process model and a process itself ( Figure 5 ).
In internal model control arrangement, the process model is placed in parallel with a real system. The difference between the system and model output represents the modelling error and unmodelled process disturbances. This difference is then fed back into the controller where it is used to compensate disturbance and effects of the modelling error. The details of the IMC control strategy for linear systems can be found in the paper of Garcia and Morari
8
. The main conclusion of their paper is
that for stable open loop processes one can find a perfect controller, which is essentially the inverse of the "minimum-phase" part of the plant. In addition it was proven that, under some assumptions, the overall system is stable and led to zero steady state offset. This approach, in the form of a single step predictor was extended to nonlinear systems by Economou et al 15 , whose work was the basis of the application of feedforward neural networks in direct and indirect control strategy proposed by
Psichogios and Ungar
16
.
In the direct control approach the control action was explicitly calculated as the output of the controller (neural network or fuzzy model) that was trained to represent the inverse process dynamics.
It was found, though, that the approximation error involved in learning the inverse dynamics significantly affects the controller's performance.
An alternative way to calculate the control actions indirectly, based on the on-line inversion of the model describing the process dynamics. This poses certain problems since it is rather difficult to manipulate process models mathematically in neural-network or in relational fuzzy model form in order to obtain controller equation. Therefore, the further approaches are based on some numerical optimisation methods to solve this problem 3, 16 .
Many articles have recently been published about fruitful applications based on fuzzy model inversion. The first-order Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy models can be analytically inverted in the case when the output variable of the inverse model (controller) is not contained in the antecedent of the forward model (process model). For this type of models the fuzzy model inversion was applied in a speed control of a radial industrial cooling blast designed for air-conditioning of buildings 17 . The applied Sugeno fuzzy inference system can be mathematically inverted according to Babuska's work 18 where the inversion algorithm was used to form a non-adaptive nonlinear controller for the pressure control of a simulated laboratory fermenter.
In this paper the proposed adaptation algorithm was used in order to form an indirect adaptive fuzzy model based controller.
The Controller Formulation
The nonlinear SISO process can be formulated with fuzzy if-then rules as follows: b n a n b n a n i b n a n a n a a n a b n a n i i m The fuzzy model can be described using these rules as well: b n a n a n a b n a n i b n a n a n a a n a b n a n 
, the model can be simplified to a SISO fuzzy model with using a partial deffuzzification method:
, 1
where the consequent parameter of the resulted fuzzy model is: − + = + a n a n a n a n a n a n a n a n a n a n a n a n
The proposed inverse fuzzy model can be used as a one-step-ahead controller:
( )
where sp(k+1) denotes the set-point at the k+1th time instant and e f is the filtered modelling error.
Symbolically the feed-back model error handling procedure is:
where
The procedure for designing and implementing the controller can be described in four steps:
Initialisation -off-line identification of the fuzzy process model Adaptation -using the previous process input u(k-1) and previous process state, x(k-1), the fuzzy model calculates y m (k) which is used to calculate the error of the fuzzy model by equation (38) . The modelling error is used to adapt the fuzzy model with on-line gradient-descent method and to produce the feedback signal, e f (k).
Control -Based on the plant state, x(k), and the reference signal, sp(k+1), the feed-forward fuzzy controller produces the control command u(k) by inversion of the fuzzy model.
Application 2 -Simulation of liquid level control
In this application study, the controller was configured to carry out liquid level control on a simple simulation study identical to that used by Graham and Newel 19 , Posthlethwaite 3, 12 , and Linkens et al. The problem is investigated in set-point changes over two ranges: the first between 10 and 15 cm, and the second between 90 and 95 cm.
Since the system can be modelled as a first-order system, the following Sugeno fuzzy model structure was used:
The initial parameters of the fuzzy model were determined with off-line least-squares identification by using 2500 data points. The training database was developed by forcing F with a uniformly distributed signal in the range of 0-15, because the conventional use of PRBS signals may cause loss in identifiabilily of the nonlinear system 20 .
The liquid level was predicted one step into the future. A time step t ∆ =10 sec was used. In order to maintain the invertibility of the first order fuzzy model with positive gain on the whole operating range, the following regularisation rules were used:
The modelling results are shown in Figure 6 in case of 7 fuzzy sets on each input domain.
The dashed line corresponds to the modelled output and the solid line to measured (simulated) output.
One can see that the fuzzy model gives excellent predictions.
In order to compare the control algorithms developed the Integral of the Absolute Value of the Error (IAE) performance index was used:
is the plan output error in the k-th discrete time step, t t N t ∆ = max the maximal number of time steps (1000/10) and t ∆ =10 sec is the sampling time.
The controller has two tuning parameters: the adaptation factor,
, and the adjustable filter
The α learning rate has great influence the speed of the convergence. If α is small, the gradient method will closely approximate the gradient path, but convergence will be slow since the gradient must be calculated several times. On the other hand if α is large, convergence will initially be very fast, but the algorithm will oscillate around the optimum. Based on this observations, in this simulation experiments α was set 0.01.
The feedback filter is introduced in order to filter out the measurement noise and minimise the instability introduced by the modelling error feedback. The parameters K F should be determined such that an optimal compromise between performance and robustness is reached. Therefore, if the modelling error is small and there are no significant disturbances the filter parameter could be large.
In this study K F was set 0.9 in order to be handle the uniformly distributed noise in the range -1 to +1
added to the output of the system. Table 2 . shows the control performance of the adaptive fuzzy controller using different fuzzy partitioning after initialisation and five runs and compares with that achieved in previous studies under noise free conditions. 
CONCLUSIONS
This study presented an adaptation method for Sugeno fuzzy inference systems that maintains the readability and interpretability of the fuzzy model during and after the learning process. The linear parameters of the fuzzy model was initialised by the least-squares method. The gradient-descent based learning algorithm was used for the adaptive modelling of chemical processes and for building adaptive model-based control algorithms.
The proposed method was applied in an internal model (IMC) fuzzy control structure based on fuzzy model inversion.
A simulation example using an adaptive fuzzy model of a non-linear process is given in order to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed fuzzy model inversion based adaptive internal fuzzy control algorithm and is shown to be capable of providing good overall system performance.
APPENDIX The adaptation algorithm
The iterative algorithm seeks to decrease the value of the objective function (7) by changing θ(k) via the following:
where α is a constant which controls how much the parameters are altered at each iteration.
can be expressed in the following form:
This results in the problem having to determinate the partial derivatives of y m to the parameters, ,..., , 1 . 
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